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Eco-Social Transformations: 


















International Conference about Relating Systems Thinking and Design 7 (RSD7), 
organized from the Systemic Design Research Network (SDRN), 
hosted by the Politecnico di Torino, 
under the title Challenging Complexity by Systemic Design towards Sustainability, 



























































































































.. \2\ Eco-Social Transformations
.. \3\ Leading Principles















„4-D“ – Integrative – Systemic






















electrical engineering & synthetical chemistry
(electronics)    ICT










































.. \2\ Eco-Social Transformations
Industrial Innovation Cycles
https://bia.unibz.it/bitstream/handle/10863/2890/Metzner-Szigeth2011_KeyIssues.pdf?sequence=3
strategy dimension focus goal examples design problem






















consistency ecology qualities close cycles of 






























.. \3\ Leading Principles 












































.. \3\ Leading Principles 











































- effici- / suffici- / consist-ency
- prevention - resilience
- shapeability - governance






























.. \4\ Generative Forces 
Actors / Cultures / Systems

























.. \4\ Generative Forces 
Actors / Cultures / Systems
generative self
productive  personality
















































































„A pattern of shared basic assumptions
that a group has learned 
as it solved its problems of external 
adaptation and internal integration, 
that has worked well enough to be 
considered valid and therefore, 
to be taught to new members as the 
correct way to perceive, think, and feel


















.. \4\ Generative Forces 
Organizational Cultures


























unconscious beliefs, assessments, attitudes, 
emotions that are taken for granted, as natural
(primary sources of values and actions)
Artefacts
visible & audible patterns / structures
(easy to observe, difficult to decode, recognize)


















.. \4\ Generative Forces 







»We can think towards the future and, more important 
still, think backwards from the future. 
And by the way we perceive or even do not perceive what 
has not yet become reality, we take part in shaping it. 
Being fit for the future [future-capable] therefore means to 
obtain orientation not only from what actually already 
exists, but to be sensitive to the generative forces of the 
world that need suchlike awareness.« 
(Hildegard Kurt: Wachsen! 2010)
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.. \5\ Conclusion
How to become fit for the future?
